
Subject: How Bush will steal the 2004 Election...
Posted by Nodbugger on Sun, 01 Aug 2004 04:48:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

warrantoNodbugger, what you quoted Bush saying was everything that would happen as a
RESULT of the war. NOT ONCE did he say, "We are going to invade Iraq to free it's people!"

-his regime has already used weapons of mass destruction against Iraq's neighbors and against
Iraq's people.

No reason for war stated...

-Many Iraqis can hear me tonight in a translated radio broadcast, and I have a message for them:
If we must begin a military campaign, it will be directed against the lawless men who rule your
country and not against you.

Nothing stated here about freeing the people as a reason for war, just that the peopel won't be
targets..

-As our coalition takes away their power, we will deliver the food and medicine you need. We will
tear down the apparatus of terror and we will help you to build a new Iraq that is prosperous and
free.

'During the war, we will help you', no reason for going to war stated here either.

-In free Iraq there will be no more wars of aggression against your neighbors, no more poison
factories, no more executions of dissidents, no more torture chambers and rape rooms.

Here he states what will happen after the war, not the reason for going to war.

-The tyrant will soon be gone. The day of your liberation is near.

'When Saddam is gone, and you'll be free' once again, not a statement for a reason of going to
war, just a statement of what will happen as a result.

-It is too late for Saddam Hussein to remain in power. It is not too late for the Iraq military to act
with honor and protect your country, by permitting the peaceful entry of coalition forces to
eliminate weapons of mass destruction. Our forces will give Iraqi military units clear instructions
on actions they can take to avoid being attack and destroyed.

Nothing here as well. All he says is that Saddam will be removed.

-Unlike Saddam Hussein, we believe the Iraqi people are deserving and capable of human liberty,
and when the dictator has departed, they can set an example to all the Middle East of a vital and
peaceful and self-governing nation.

Once again, what will happen after the war is over. Nothing stated as a reason for going to war.
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-The United States with other countries will work to advance liberty and peace in that region. Our
goal will not be achieved overnight, but it can come over time. The power and appeal of human
liberty is felt in every life and every land, and the greatest power of freedom is to overcome hatred
and violence, and turn the creative gifts of men and women to the pursuits of peace. That is the
future we choose.

This one would be the closest, but not quite. Oddly enough he doesn't specify the Iraqi people
being saved, but rather "peace in that region". But considering it's a "War on Terrorism", all that
could stand for is to get rid of all the terrorists "in that region"

-Free nations have a duty to defend our people by uniting against the violent, and tonight, as we
have done before, America and our allies accept that responsibility.

Notice the "Our People"? Not once is it stated that Iraqi people are the reason, but rather to
protect "Our People"

I feel sorry for your mother.

Every single one of those is a reason.

Do you not understand that.

Hey we want to free the Iraqis so we are going to invade and get rid of Saddam?

You people are just bush haters, not matter how much evidence I give you you will never be
satisfied because of your blind ideology.
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